Streamline logistics and branch operations with Business Automation Tools by Harvest Ventures Inc.

Managing supply chain and logistics with multiple branches and warehouses can be a complex practice plagued with manual processes and brilliant but precarious spreadsheets. We can show you how the following processes can be managed in Macola with some easy-to-use tools that will eliminate multiple manual entries and spreadsheets.

Learn how users are able to bring all their data back into Macola, reducing errors and risk of information loss while compiling usable data that can be analyzed for strategic decision making.

- Easily track inventory shipments and associated costs from your suppliers to various branch offices/warehouse locations
- Effectively manage regional product price variations
- Improve customer service and speed order entry with integrated freight quoting and regional pricing options
- Make your accounts payable process even more efficient with enhanced views and streamlined processing capabilities
Business Automation Tools to Streamline Distribution Processes

We understand that off-the-shelf doesn’t always provide a perfect fit for your business needs. To help, Harvest Ventures has developed a comprehensive library of Business Automation Tools (BATs) to enhance the features of Exact Macola ERP software. Our approach is to create tools independent of the back office database version to allow for hassle-free updates to your base ERP application.

Provided below is an overview of the BATs that will be discussed in the presentation.

AP Mass Entry and Voucher as Received: The AP Mass Entry Tool is great for businesses that process a high volume of AP vouchers. AP Mass Entry’s unique design streamlines the process and can clear multiple PO receivers on a single screen.

Import Accounts Payable (AP) from Excel: Allows users to import AP vouchers from Excel to Macola. Templates can be set up for recurring imports.

Shipping Container Tracking: Container Tracker is a configurable software tool designed to easily track all types of containers from vendor source to final destination. Companies can load and track containers with multiple POs and vendors from a single screen.

OE Price Code Updates: For companies that offer price variations based on location, zip/postal code, zone or region, the OE Price Codes utility allows for easy creation of extended price codes that are not supported by existing Exact Macola ERP functions.

Greenlight Freight Quoting: The Greenlight Freight Management solution is the most comprehensive freight quoting tool for Exact ERP software. It has the ability to extract the order details from your ERP software and simultaneously display freight rates from multiple carriers with a click of a button. Finally a solution that will save your customer service representatives significant time while increasing the bottom line!

Credit Card Processing: Harvest Ventures’ Credit Card Processing utility allows your company to accept and manage credit card transactions in Macola safely and easily. For companies that process a large number of transactions, the utility can bulk-process multiple transactions from a single screen. Credit card payments are recorded in Macola against your orders, eliminating manual entry and reconciliation.

About Harvest Ventures

Harvest Ventures Inc. has been an authorized reseller of Exact Macola products for 16 years. We provide our customers with service and support for all Exact ERP software and related third-party products. Our company has clients across North America in various industries including retail, wholesale distribution, and manufacturing of products such as food, plastics, rolling stock, and electronics.

We help manufacturers & distributors:

- Eliminate manual processes such as repetitive accounts payable voucher entries
- Gain better visibility into inventory on order, in transit (shipping containers), and within other branch or warehouse locations
- Streamline the order taking process with built in freight quoting capabilities
- Easily manage regional product pricing variations